16-19 July 2019 (Reitoria ULisboa)

Chemistry: Shaping the Future & 2019 Summer School – 4th Meeting of the College of Chemistry of ULisboa (4ECQUL)

The College of Chemistry of ULisboa (CQUL) brings together professors and researchers from six Schools of the University of Lisbon with activity in Chemistry, contributing to the cohesion and collaboration of the University human and material resources in teaching and research.

In pursuit of the approved plan of activities for 2017-2019, the CQUL is pleased to organize the 4th Meeting of the College of Chemistry (4ECQUL), entitled “Chemistry: Shaping the Future & 2019 Summer School” and aimed at all researchers and students. Both events will take place in the Hall (Salão Nobre) of Rectory of ULisboa in the following dates: “Chemistry: Shaping the Future” from July 16th to 18th (including a Workshop with the Industry on July 18th); “Summer School” on July 19th.

The main purpose will be to share information about the research work carried out by researchers from ULisboa, through oral (15 min), flash (5 min) – must present a poster as well – and panel communications, grouped by the different Divisions of the CQUL: Energy & Environment, Life & Health, Materials, and Technology & Industry (during Workshop). The “2019 Summer School” aims to provide some in-depth training on special topics delivered by distinguished invited speakers and to promote contacts of students with academic and industrial sectors.

Communications for “Chemistry: Shaping the Future”

The communications received from the researchers will be evaluated by the Scientific Committee of the 4ECQUL, which will decide the final form of presentation (oral or flash, only for researchers with a PhD, and poster, for all participants).

The template to be used is found in the document accompanying this newsletter (entitled "Abstract_4ECQUL") and should be sent to ecquulisboa@gmail.com.

Lisboa, 25/02/2019